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The National Association of Cost Accountants does not stand sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of articles issued as Publications.
The object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The articles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or group. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. The
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

EDITORIAL DEPARTM ENT NOTE
The distribution of selling and general administrative
expenses over territories, products and accounts is just
beginning to receive the study and serious attention which
it deserves. Without this kind of analysis, intelligent
sales effort based on intelligent sales policies is not possible. Some of the outstanding companies are today making real progress in this direction. We are glad to add
to our Bulletins on this subject the present Bulletin showing methods in actual use by a large company.
The author, T. M. McNiece, was graduated from the
Case School of Applied Science in 1907 and received the
degree of Electrical Engineer in 1911. He entered the
employ of the National Carbon Company in experimental
and research work, and for several years was in charge
of the production of carbon brushes, specialties, and illuminating carbons.
His activities were then transferred largely to the development and installation of standard plant accounting
methods in the various factories of the National Carbon
Company and to the utilization of the results in operating management. He is now engaged as the head of the
Plant Accounting Control Division of the Union Carbide
and Carbon Corporation, New York City. He is an Associate member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
This paper was delivered before the December meeting
of the New York Ch apter N. A. C. A.
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MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL OF SELLING
AND DISTRIBUTION COSTS
IS my desire to preface these remarks on the control of selling
ITcosts
with an opinion which I have held for a long time in reference to our accounting activities. It is simply this —we are characteristically so absorbed in the technique or the methods of accounting that we too frequently lose sight of the purpose for which
we perform our work. Some have said that the purposes of accounting are the determination and display of the facts pertaining
to the business. Without doubt it is so, but I have often thought
that the task may be only begun when we choose to call it done.
We should not rest content with the mere accumulation of facts.
The use of facts rather than their mere accumulation is the ultimate end to be sought. The satisfactory use of facts requires their
interpretation and interpretation must precede use. It is my firm
belief that those engaged in the accumulation of facts may also
engage with profit in their interpretation. In other words, is it
not possible that we need to develop what might be termed interpretative accounting?
The interpretation of facts involves not only a study of the data
derived from the accounts but also a knowledge of underlying
characteristics of the business that, taken together, may permit us
to reason from cause to effect.
Costs of selling and distribution are mounting rapidly. When
we undertake to determine why and whether such increases are
justified, what do we find? We discover we have little or no data
on many factors that have a tremendous bearing on the cost of our
selling and distribution and that furthermore we may not be even
reasonably sure as to how our actual costs should be divided among
our various products.
Why is it that after all these years of intensive commercial effort
we find the field of sales cost accounting so completely undeveloped ?
Unduobtedly there are many answers, but basically one fundamental reason must be that sales management has been almost exclusively concerned with ways and means of securing greater volume of sales with a great disregard for or lack of interest in the
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cost of securing that volume. If executive interest once settles
definitely on a problem, progress is sure to follow. Rapidly increasing costs together with the growth of new channels of distribution are forcing managerial attention on selling methods and
costs. In this respect, the study of selling costs occupies relatively
the same position now that the determination of production costs
occupied fifteen or twenty years ago. Progress in the development
of selling costs will be much more rapid than in the case of production costs, because in the cost accounting field we now have
available a group of men trained in the problems of cost determination and because much of the technique developed in production costs muy be quite readily modified and applied to meet the
requirements of accounting for costs of selling and distribution.
Cost of production and cost of selling are analagous in this respect in that they are naturally divisible into two types:
i . Cost of operations
2. Cost by products.
Cost of operations is what the term implies, that is the cost of
operating the various offices and departments subdivided into their
functional costs and the costs of such nature as advertising, fixed
charges, etc. The cost by products represents the cost of operations pro -rated by some method to the various products.
Both types of costs are necessary for a complete and comprehensive control of selling activities.
There is quite a similarity in some respects in the composition
of production costs and selling costs. For example, in the manufacturing plant we customarily have a group of manufacturing departments, each with its direct charges and its departmental expense or overhead costs and a group of auxiliary or business and
service departments, together with fixed charges, all of which ultimately find their way into cost.
In the selling organization we may have a member of field or district offices each with its sales force, and serving these a general
office with its various functions of service and control. The field
or district offices may be compared with the manufacturing departments in the plant. The field sales force with its attendant
salaries and traveling expenses may be said to furnish the direct
charges and the field office expense, the departmental overhead.
824
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The general office in turn with its various departments and functions may be likened to the auxiliary or service groups in the factory. This comparison itself may suggest to those familiar with
the details of plant accounting a basis for dividing and subdividing
the cost of selling and distributing for purposes of control. It is
in these functional and departmental divisions of operating charges
that effective control from the standpoint of operating economy
can best be applied. As a matter of fact, where a variety of products is involved, the chief use of the data giving the cost of selling
any individual product is the determination of selling policies,
prices and profit or loss on that product. If it becomes advisable
or necessary to reduce the expense applicable to the specific product, it can be done effectively only by a reduction of the departmental and functional costs displayed as part of the cost of operations.
It does not seem advisable to take the time to list and discuss
any particular arrangement of accounts to give this information.
The details of such a plan will depend somewhat upon the nature
of the specific business. The plan adopted should provide for the
collection of the operating charges and the sales in such a way that
each district or field office will have its results separately displayed.
The selling salaries and expenses should be separately displayed
for each office. Within each office that may be large enough to
make it worth the effort, separate departments, each with its classified list of charges should be indicated. In the same manner, the
central or general office should be organized by departments or divisions, each with its classified charges. In general, the responsibility for each group of charges can be quite definitely assigned
to some individual whose duty it should be to keep operating
economy constantly before him as an end to be attained. It is not
sufficient merely to collect the cost figures. They must be studied
and action taken upon them. This desirable result will not and
cannot be secured without the definite interest and guidance of the
executives in charge of administration. Without executive influence in this problem, the data collected become dry, dead material
that serves only to clutter the files.
It is this fact, in part, that makes it desirable to emphasize the
interpretation of the results. Proper interpretation may be the
means of detecting unhealthy symptoms before the disease is mani-
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Pest and may even be the difference between the life and death of
the business itself. Frequently this interpretation may require
time that the executive who is supposed to use the results cannot
possibly have. Is it not possible that the managerial inertia so frequently displayed toward the use of cost data is in part due to the
omission of this interpretation which must come between the collection and the use of statistical facts?

in

We have certainly advanced beyond the point where we need
argue extensively for the use of budgets. Effective control requires a forecast of sales as well as of expenses to produce those
sales. The various operating units of the sales department, as
just suggested, provide a means of estimating and budgeting operating expenses in such detail as will facilitate comparison and
control.
themselves to afford the
Operating costs are not sufficient
control necessary to sales management. It is essential that these
costs be allocated to products sold upon some basis that will give
reasonably accurate results. Without doubt the dicussion of possible methods of allocating expense to sales will provoke just as
much disagreement as was manifested in the problem of allocating
manufacturing expense to products. It may be suggested that here
again, we should not become so completely absorbed in the technique to be followed that we lose sight of the result to be attained.
If no automobiles had been built until engineers agreed on the best
possible principles of construction, the world would still be walking. Before wasting much time quibbling about refinements of accuracy in the distribution of expense, it will be well to remember
that expense is composed of those charges which cannot, by their
very nature, be made directly and with accuracy to specific products. Therefore, it follows that if the detailed and component
charges cannot be accurately placed, any method of allocating the
combined charges of necessity cannot afford results of unfailing
accuracy.
There is a method, nevertheless, that is followed all too frequently in allocating selling and distribution expense to product
and which may give totally misleading results. The method in
mind is the simple one of prorating expense in proportion to sales.
Even upon the briefest consideration it seems apparent that the
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results given are so erroneous that we can but wonder why the
practice has persisted so long.
As a result of thought along these lines, we may make these general suggestions regarding a method for allocating the cost of selling and distribution to the products which may be involved. Instead of attempting to derive a logical method of allocating these
costs in a lump sum, provide for the classification and collection of
these expenses in natural divisions according to departments and
functions. Consideration should then be given to the principal
factors that are readily ascertainable and that influence most
strongly each of the charges involved.
Suppose, for example, that salesmen's salaries and traveling expenses are to be considered first. Conservatism demands that the
cost of this selling effort be charged off against the goods actually
sold. What are determining factors that influence the salesman's
time on various products? Undoubtedly relative value of goods
sold has some influence, because to a certain extent the greater
time will be expended upon the more important products and usually the more important products are those sold in the greatest
value. On the other hand, not all sales effort will result in actual
sales during the specific period; that is, visits to customers for
some products will not result in sales at the time. Products of this
same kind should stand the cost of the non - productive effort on
those products during the same period. One way to accomplish
this division of charges would be to pro -rate part of these selling
costs to products on the basis of the relative number of customers
for those products. Therefore it might be said that an effective
means of allocating selling salaries and traveling expenses to various products would be partially on the basis of relative value of
sales and partially according to the relative number of customers
for those products. The proportions on each method would be indicated on a percentage basis, the exact division to be determined
by agreement after study and conference. It is also conceivable
that under certain conditions peculiar to individual cases the relative number of orders and items for the various products would
also have a definite influence on the expenditure of the salesman's
time. This is especially liable to be true when on account of large
number of calls per day over routes frequently traveled and on
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account of the great variety of products handled, the sales effort
may be described briefly as "order- taking."
Merely to typify this method of analysis as applied to office operations, we may refer to a few characteristic departments and
the factors which influence the number on the payroll and therefore the cost of operating. The Ord er and Billing Department
will ordinarily receive the customers' orders, check the items for
accuracy of specifications, deviation from standard packages and
similar points. The order may then be referred to the traffic department for routing instructions. The order will also be priced
and typed on the warehouse or factory forms and checked for
errors. It is obvious that part of this work, that is entering the
order numbers, customers' name and address, shipping instructions, etc., will require a certain amount of time that will be approximately the same for each order, that is the time required is
quite independent of the number of items or value on the order.
It is just as clear that the operations of pricing, typing and checking for errors demand time largely in proportion to the number of
items but also independent of value.
The Traffic Department, on the other hand, is almost exclusively
interested in the routing of the order, without reference to the
number of items or their value. Consideration of these points
leads to the conclusion that the cost of operating the Order and
Billing Department may be pro -rated justly to products on a
divided basis, namely orders and items, while the cost of the Traffic
Department may be allocated to products entirely on the basis of
relative number of orders for each.
The cost of advertising expenditures made for each product is
generally known, at least in a large measure. Therefore, these and
any other charges definitely made in the interests of specific products should be charged directly thereto. In case there are administrative charges for advertising, they can be charged to product on
the basis of advertising costs charged directly to product.
Administrative charges originating in executive offices, if they
are to be pro -rated to product, can probably be best handled by
allocating on a relative sales value basis on the general theory that
the executives' time may be justly divided in the long run in proportion to the relative importance of the products. This importance may usually be gauged by relative volume of sales.
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Only a few typical departments or types of charges have been
mentioned for purpose of illustration. Other departments and
charges, if considered in this manner, may be quite naturally classified among these bases. It will now be seen that in the manner
just described, we have arrived at the following bases of prorating selling cost to product:
Sales Value
Number of Items
Number of Customers
Number of Orders
Direct Charges
This plan assumes th at the fo regoing data are kno wn or are
readily ascertainable. Modern competition is forcing an intelligent
control of sales operations that demands many items of information not previously considered necessary. Knowledge of these
points is being stressed in the literature of commerce today and
much intensive effort is currently expended by the Department of
Commerce and others to determine these fundamental characteristics of business. After the percentage division of each of the
departmental charges among the various bases is determined, this
division can be shown in the form of a table with the departments
whose charges are to be pro -rated listed at the left margin, and
following this list a column provided at the right for each basis
adopted for the pro- ration. With the percentages agreed upon inserted in their respective columns, this chart becomes a master
allocation sheet which will be changed only when some revision
may be agreed upon.
When the operating charges for the month are determined, an
allocation sheet similar to the master sheet should be prepared
with the actual departmental charges at the left and the percentages
of these actual charges according to the master sheet entered in
their respective columns for the various bases. When these
amounts are all entered each column should be totalled and these
totals will then be pro -rated to the various products in proportion
to values, customers, orders, items, and direct charges for each of
the products. The work of actual allocation can be performed in
a very brief time —a few hours at most. To secure the total expense chargeable to each product the amounts pro -rated on each
basis are merely added. One of the great advantages of this
method of allocating selling and distribution expense to products
is that once the bases are satisfactorily determined, changes in
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relative volume among the various products as well as the addition
or elimination of products are automatically compensated for in the
actual distribution of expense. This is not true where the division
is based upon critical studies made at regular or irregular intervals.
It has long been the custom of many wholesalers to measure the
desirability of handling any line of goods by comparing the margin
given by the manufacturer on that line with the average margin
on his whole line. It recently fell to our lot to make a survey to
determine the cost of handling merchandise in several classes of
wholesaling activity. In addition to the determination of average
handling costs on the whole line it was part of our problem to determine the relative costs of handling several individual lines of
product. There was no known precedent for doing this that was
available to us. In devising a method to be followed, one point
stood out most emphatically —the costs of many of the operations
involved in handling an order were just as great for an item of
$i .0 0
in value as for an item of $io .00 or $i oo .0 0 in value. In
other words, these elements of cost are quite independent of value.
The plan which we ultimately decided to follow in allocating expense to product was to secure the wholesalers' expense in each of
approximately twenty -five classified divisions which have come
into quite general use and then to determine what might be the
chief factor or influence related to product governing each of these
expenditures. At the same time, there were several reasons why
the method adopted should be relatively simple and free from
lengthy computations that would result only in refinement of results. These thoughts led to the adoption in this case of three
bases of allocating the wholesalers' costs to product, namely, value,
number of items and relative rate of turnover of the various products studied. This plan is described in detail in the issue of the
October, 1928, Harvard Business Review and it is unnecessary to
discuss it at length at this time.
Some very interesting relationships were developed in this survey. The range or variation of expense when calculated as a percentage of sales was very great. Examination of the records
showed that the average sales value per order for the different
products characteristically varies widely. This is most significant
when it is remembered that many elements of cost in handling an
order are in no way dependent on the value of the order.
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One conclusion derived from this analysis is that other conditions being comparable, the cost of selling expressed as a percentage of sales is very much higher on those products whose average unit of sale is characteristically low and that greater percentage margins are therefore needed on commodities of low unit sale
value. This is most important. One outstanding fact developed
by the survey of whosesalers' costs is that based strictly on average
conditions the four classes of wholesalers, on account of the great
preponderance of small orders, lose money on approximately 7o%
of the orders they handle. This conclusion cannot be applied to
individual products on account of varying margins and varying
units of sale value. The small unit of sale and the small orders so
characteristic of business today are without a doubt one of the
great factors in the high cost of distribution with which we are
faced.
This point is well illustrated by reference to cost of handling
orders of various values as determined some time ago by the
Western Electric Co. from an analysis of their business.

TABLE I.
Order Sales Value
Percent Expense
Under $5.00
135.5751.67o
$5.00 to $ I 0 . 0 0
29.1 %
$10.00 to $25.00
Io .6 7c
Over $25.00
Average
1 3-5%
When it is remembered that some products as compared with
others may characteristically fall within the small order class, the
importance of reasonably correct allocation of expense to product
is definitely emphasized.
It should be mentioned that for purposes of control, distribution
costs should be separately displayed wherever possible. By distribution costs, we mean the cost of moving the goods from the
factory platform to the customer as distinguished from the cost
of selling the goods.
Up to this point we have discussed data comprising the cost of
selling and distributing operations and these same costs as allocated to products sold. It is the usual practice to express these
various elements of cost as percentages of sales. Too frequently
these values and ratios comprise practically all the statistical bases
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for study and control. These data are not in themselves enough to
furnish a picture of the activities which should be subject to executive scrutiny and control. Many decisions must be made that
would be influenced by data not included in sales and expenses
alone. Nevertheless, other data are available and within easy
reach of the sales accountant if he will but grasp them.
How many accounts are on the books and how is the business
divided among them? Some of them and possibly many of them
are unprofitable.
What i s the division of orders and items among the various
products and how do they correspond with the resulting sales
value? Possibly the number of orders for one product will be
double that for another but will amount only to one -half of the
sales value.
What is the average value of sale per order and how does this
value compare with the cost of handling it?
To what extent do small unprofitable orders influence the average value of the sales order?
What is the distribution territorially or geographically of the
customers and the sales to them? It very definitely costs more to
cover some territories than others. Is the return profitable in all
of these territories?
The answers to these and possibly other and similar questions
can all be secured in the office and each one of them may have a
most important bearing upon policies that must be determined.
From a few studies made and from others to which references
have been noted, it seems that in general some characteristics are
common to many kinds of business. Analysis of the accounts on
the books of one company show the following relationship between
the accounts and the volume of business derived from them:
TABLE 2.
Percentage of
Total Accounts

Percentage of
Total Sales

3.55
8.41
14.26
20.45
27.52

41.07
55.22
64.90
72.32
78.91
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Percentage of
Total Accounts
90.31
96.42
99.IO
99.86

Percentage of
Total Sales
46.88
6593
82.06
9 1.73

I00.00

I00.00
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Examination of the order records in one case brought out the
following data:
TALE 3.
Relative Value of
Percentage of
Average Sale
Percentage of
Per Order
Total Sales
Total Orders
I.0
.2
Product A
2.0
2.6
Product B
17.8
4.5
20.5
8.1
Product C
4.1
Io.I
Product D
25.6
24.9
19.0
61.5
Product E
33.8
23.8
.8
Product F
.3
I00.0

100.0

The relationship between orders and values closely parallels that
between accounts and values. Examination of the records shows
conclusively that smaller average orders are received from the
smaller accounts, though of course many small orders are received
from large accounts.
All of these data have a great influence on the determination of
economical methods to be used in handling the trade. For example, many of the small accounts represent such a low volume of
sales that sales calls cannot possibly be profitable. Their elimination
from the route list may result in a reduction of the sales force
where the proportion of small accounts is large. In connection
with this point it will be well to mention the fact that a recently
completed census of wholesale and retail distribution, prepared by
the Department of Commerce for eleven typical cities in the United
States, shows that 2870 of all independently operated retail outlets
have a gross annual sales of less than $5,00o each, and 46.5o0
have a gross annual sales of less than $IO,000 each. Here indeed,
is a factor in the hiwh cost of distribution.
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Consideration of the results derived from analysis of customers'
accounts, product orders and retail outlets leads us to the conclusion that commerce is saturated with small order and small volume
business. In Chart i, page 834, we have shown graphically some
of these data which show most clearly that a very large percentage
of orders, accounts and stores result in a very small percentage of
the total volume of sales. For example:
o

5o7o of retailers' orders to wholesalers afford 770 of the value.
5o°fo of wholesalers' accounts with manufacturer afford 6 fo of
the value.
507o' of the total retail stores sell 4.570 of the value.
50% of the wholesalers' orders to manufacturer afford 4.570' of
the value.
It is at times quite difficult justly to compare the operating costs
of district sales offices of varying sizes and sales volumes. We
have developed a method of comparison which assists materially in
the interpretation of results under such conditions. Briefly, it involves the determination of the influence of sales volume on the
operating cost. The regular monthly records of sales and expenses
were rearranged without reference to calendar sequence, but with
sales in order of increasing monthly values and the corresponding
monthly expenses listed in a parallel column. Transferring these
to graphical form, and plotting expenses against sales showed that
the variation in expenses with variation in sales followed a straight
line. The location of this straight line average was determined
quite accurately by securing average sales and expense figures for
the low six months and the high six months and drawing the
straight line through these two points. If the actual expenses have
been free of unusual and distorting influences, they will, when
plotted, be found to lie very close to this line. Expense rate is
merely sales expense for any given volume divided by that volume. The variation in rate, with variation in sales volume, may
then be determined by dividing the expense at any point on the
straight line by the corresponding value of sales. If these results
be plotted for varying sales volume a curved line will result as
illustrated in Chart No. 2. See page 836.
In making a comparison of the operating results of these two
offices the following data are interesting:
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TABLE 4. Dist. No.
Av. Monthly Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $700,000

Av. Monthly Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Av. Monthly Expense Rate . . . . . . . . .
Const a nt Expe nse . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Constant Expense Rate ...... ......
Av. Va ri abl e Expense ... ... .. ... ..
Av. Variable Expense Rate .........

48,700
6.96%

Dist. No.
z

March 1, 1929

$200,000
22,500
11.257fo

31,900

12JO0

4.56%
16,800
2.40%

6.o57o'
10,400
5.2 0%

It will be noted that the average expense of District No. i is
6.967o while that of District No. 2 is 11.25%. When attention is
drawn to such a difference, the typical comment is to the effect
that District No. 2 must have the higher expense rate since its volume of sales is so much lower. This is true, but the comment affords no justification for the amount of the difference.
The method of analysis just described breaks this expense into
the fixed and variable components as shown in Table 4. Any difference in the expense rates of the two districts that is justifiable
by the variation in volume of sales is confined to the fixed component which, as shown in the foregoing table is 4.567/o for District
No. i and 6.05% for District No. 2. The difference between these
two rates is 1.49% 0 , though the difference in the total rates is
4.299o'. Therefore, the variation in volume of sales, explains only
7
1.49fo out of the total difference of 4.29%.
The remainder occurs in the variable expense rates and in
this particular case was in a large measure due to greater relative charges against District No. 2 for inbound warehouse
freight because this district was situated at much greater distance from the production center. Further examination into
the differences in the fixed expense rates, brought to light the
existence of a few more people on the payroll than strict analysis
would justify.
Wheninthis
plotted
theplan
an is followed for each office and the actual values
described, a very good idea may be gained
of the relative characteristics of operation. The graphical display
in the manner described not only gives a good picture of the extent of the variations, seasonal and otherwise, for each office, but
also provides a basis for judging the relative performance under
comparable values of sale.
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The foregoing remarks and graphs apply to the operating costs
and sales of the individual offices. When these costs and sales are
combined and then added to the costs of general sales and administrative control, another but similar graphical picture may • be
shown —that is the variation in total expense and in expense rate
as the volume of sales varies.
Another combination of interest is secured by calculating the
same type of data applied to a specific product after expenses have
been allocated and profits determined for each month. In this
case the elements to be compared are:
Net Sales
Cost of Sales
Quantity
Selling and General Expense
Value
Net Profit from Sales
Deductions and Allowances
The figures shown in Table 5 may be accepted as illustrative in
this case. If these data are converted to graphical form in the
manner previously described they furnish a picture that should be
extremely interesting to one whose responsibility it is to control
selling policies and activities. These graphical results are displayed in Charts 3 and 4. See pages 84o and 841.
Not only the relationships or trends between sales expense and
sales values are shown, but also the corresponding variations in
costs and profits. The measure of increased cost and of decreased
profits with decreasing volume is clearly outlined. The total values
per month are illustrated by the graphs on Chart No. 3. It will be
noted that these are straight lines. The straight lines indicating
costs and total selling and general expense intersect the line of zero
sales at some distance above the base line. These distances afford
a measure of the amount of fixed or constant charges included
within the total charges. The term "fixed charges" in this case
refers to those charges that remain the same no matter what the
volume may be. They are not confined to what we technically may
know in accounting phraseology as fixed charges, but also include,
for example, proportions of superintendent's salary in costs and
sales manager's and other salaries in selling expense. Any tendency toward top - heaviness of these fixed charges may be indicated in a study of such results.
It will also be seen that the straight line indicating profits passes
through the line of zero profits at a point considerably to the right
838
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of the line of zero sales. This point of intersection marks the
value of sales that must be sustained to break even on profits.
The curved lines in Chart 4 indicate the rate of variation of cost,
selling and general expense and profit ratios and in themselves tell
a most obvious and interesting story. The fact that these graphs
are curved rather than straight lines has a special significance in
the interpretation of results. It is believed that this significance
is not commonly understood. Examination of the chart will show
that all of the ratio graphs shown approach a horizontal direction
as the volume increases so that within a relatively short range the
decrease in cost of production and cost of selling and the increase
in profit rate become quite negligible with any further increase in
volume. This means that there is a practical limit to the economies
that can be attained in any given organization merely by an increase in volume. Further thought will indicate that there may be
danger involved in continued price reductions for the purpose of
increasing the total volume of sales, even though the total profit
for the time may be increased. Total profits may be quite satisfactory but if the profit rate is very low the profit may be wiped
out entirely by a relatively slight decline in volume. Business depending for its profits on a large volume of sales at a low rate of
profit may be quickly placed in jeopardy by:
i. Losses to competitors.
z. Decline in buying on account of business depression.
3. Decline in buying through permanent reduction in demand on
account of obsolescence or of replacement by other commodities.
When the sales are declining, the cost of production and cost of
selling the particular commodity will be increasing due to the loss
in volume and yet this is just when the sales management may be
advocating a reduction in prices to retard the decline or to stimulate buying.
The amount and rate of such changes may be readily determined
from the graphs and it is most important that they be understood
if continued success is not to be left to blind chance.
By extending these graphical solutions many questions of importance can be quickly answered with an approximation that may
be sufficiently close to fact to aid materially in the formation of
842
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correct policies. For example, for a given price reduction, answers
to the following questions are important:
i. What must the new sales volume be in order to earn the same
total profit that is secured with present prices?
2. What must the new sales volume be to break even under the
proposed prices and how does this compare with the present
"break even" point and with the expected sales volume?
3. What loss in volume at the present prices will produce the
same loss in profits as the proposed price reduction will cause
if present sales quantity is maintained?
Anyone should hesitate to say these points are not important in
the consideration of price and sales policies. It should be remembered that every price reduction when costs remain the same increases the volume of sales per annum and per order which must
be maintained in order to break even on profit.
When actual results are plotted on these average and characteristic graphs, they will often be found to deviate materially from
the average or expected results. Such variation is thereby quickly
detected and this is a point of great value because it leads directly
to the demand for an explanation of the unusual features. This is
one of the prime functions of executives in order that the business
may be guarded against dangerous trends in the future. If th e
actual results differ materially from the expected results it is a
positive indication of some distorting influence such as adjustment
charges, errors, extraordinary charges and deviation from past
performance, all of which should call for explanation.
These graphical results are not fool -proof and require some care
in interpretation. It must be remembered that they are true only
within the limits of conditions when calculated, that is, if sales
price revisions are made or if the size of the organization is materially changed on account of new policies or methods, new equations or characteristic graphs must be produced.
It may also be mentioned that in these days of standard costs
this method of analysis applied to factory or departmental operating expense provides a means for setting up a bogey in expense
at outputs varying from standard and with which the actual expense may be compared with excellent results. In this case it may
be said to create a strange anomaly —that is a variable standard.
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It follows, of course, that these same methods may and should be
used in setting up standards of performance in selling and distribution and that actual results should be compared with these variable standards.
To recapitulate we may draw attention to the following points
as aids in the control of selling and distribution expense:
i. The sales department should be divided into logical operating
divisions, each with its expenses classified in a list of fundamental
charges. Each of these divisions as far as it may be feasible should
have an operating head who will definitely be held responsible for
economy of operation. Measures of economical operation must
be determined by study and comparison of the figures.
2. These operating expenses must be allocated with reasonable
care and accuracy to products handled. In making this allocation,
the value basis should not be used solely, as a large proportion of
the expenses are dependent upon the number of orders and items
handled which in turn bear no definite relation to value. To
clarify this point, data should be gathered from which the proportion of orders falling within certain value limits may be determined. These data and the average values of orders for various
products will show that there is ordinarily a wide divergence
among the products. This alone will indicate a widely variable
expense rate.
3. The accounts should be analyzed to determine how the annual volume of sales is divided among them. Ordinarily it will be
found that considering the smaller accounts first, a large percentage of the total accounts take a very small if not almost negligible
proportion of the total volume. If many accounts are involved,
considerable selling expense may be saved by selective selling, that
is by confining sales visits to customers whose purchases are large
enough to make the effort profitable.
4. Through the knowledge gained by study of the orders and
accounts, contributing causes for the great number of small, unprofitable orders may be found and possibly some remedial measures applied. The increasing proportion of small orders is not
all caused by newly acquired hand -to -mouth buying habits of purchasers, but is also stimulated by the great frequency of sales visits
due to the urge of competition and by the ever - growing number
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of trade outlets which results principally in further subdivision of
existing volume.
5. Study should be made of the territorial sales and distribution
of products. The various sections of the country differ so widely
in buying habits, in concentration of population, in the ability to
use certain products and in characteristics of trading centers that
different methods of advertising, selling and distribution may possibly be undertaken with economy.
6. The influence of volume on costs, selling expense and profits
should be determined, as may easily be done, in order that policies
affecting selling expenditures and profits may be more carefully
and intelligently determined. Danger lurks in the common practice of reducing unit margin of profit below a certain point, even
though total profits may be increased at the time through increased
sales.
These remarks cover a fairly wide field and are quite general
in nature. A definite attempt has been made to avoid a discussion
embracing detailed specifications on some one method of control,
that might not fit any other set of conditions. Rather has it been
the aim to suggest a few lines of approach, not confined strictly to
accounting technique, that may assist the accountant and others in
meeting the growing need for interpretation of results. Selling
and distribution methods are undergoing such rapid changes that
successful methods of yesterday are obsolete today and must go
into the discard tomorrow. Many of these changes are complex
and far - reaching in their effects. Under such conditions, every
decision made today may have an important bearing on decisions
to be made in the near future. Understanding of these problems
and their interpretation is one of the outstanding needs of the
times.
In conclusion, it may be said that these remarks may be taken as
a suggestion that we cease confining our time and effort solely to
the most obvious facts and easiest methods and devote intensive
attention to some of the more obscure and complex but equally important questions that are baffling us today.
AP P E NDIX
It may be of interest to mention that these various graphs can
be determined by mathematical solution from the tabular data
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given. The method involved is that of determining the equation
of a straight line when two points upon the line are known. The
two points are determined by securing the averages for the high
and low six -month periods as previously described. These averages are shown i n Table 5. With this information, the known
values are substituted in the equation for a straight line expressed technically in terms of its slope and intercept and the equations then solved algebraically to determine the unknown quantities. If, for example, we desire to examine the relationship between selling and general expense and volume of sales, we start
with a general equation as follows:
or

S and G Expense = b X Sales + a constant
S and G Expense = b X Sales + c
Substituting known values :—
$46,641 = $ 2 1 5,659 X b + c
43,735 = 1 35,4o6 X b + c

Subtracting, $ 2,906 = $ 80,2J3 X b
$ 2,go6
b =

= .0362.
$8o,253
To calculate the value of "c," substitute the value for "b" in one
of the foregoing equations.
$46,64 1 = $ 215,659 X .0362 + c
c = $46,641 — $215,659 X .0362
_ $46,641 — $7,8o6 = $38,835
The completed equation in this case is therefore as follows, expressed in round numbers: S an d G Ex pens e = .0 36 2 X Net
Sales + $38,800.
Interpreted, this equation means that for each dollar of increased
sales, the selling and general expense is increased by 3.62 cents
and that there is a fixed or non - variable charge of $38,800 which
applies to each month's sales of this product. The sum of the two
amounts comprises the total expense for the particular volume of
sales. If a series of sales values be assumed and this calculation
be completed for each one and the results plotted, they will all be
found to lie in the same straight line. Furthermore, the line will
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intersect the vertical axis of the graph, that is, at zero sales, at a
distance above the zero or horizontal axis equivalent to $38,800.
The ratio between selling and general expense and sales —that
is, the expense rate —is merely the expense divided by the corresponding sales.
In the equation just given, when this division is indicated we
have:
S & G Expense
.0362 X Net Sales
$38,800
Net Sales
which gives:

Net Sales

Net Sales
$38,800

S & G Expense Rate = .0362 +
Net Sales.
Examination of this equation and comparison of the actual expense rates indicates that the constant or fixed expenses of
$38,80o per month have a most important influence in the final
rate. 3.62 cents per dollar of sales, or 3.62 percent of sales measures the proportion of the final rate that is due to the increased expense of securing and handling additional volume and the difference between this amount and the actual rate is the proportion due
to the constant or fixed charges.
It was just previously said that this equation was expressed in
round numbers. Calculation of these equations from various combinations of data may result in very minor differences in the final
quantities. These differences will be found to be sufficiently small
to be negligible. The variations could be materially reduced if,
instead of calculating the averages in the simple arithmetical
method outlined, more complicated methods of higher mathematics
were used. The end desired and to be attained most definitely
does not warrant any such additional complication and time.
These trends or ratios may be easily measured in terms of sales
value or of quantity sold. Other combinations may suggest themselves. The following list of equations derived from the data
shown in Table 4, page 837, represents the graphs shown in Charts
3 and 4, pages 84o and 841. Any numbers within the range shown
on the charts may be substituted in the equations and upon solution of the equations the results will be found to lie on the respective graphs which the equations represent.
847
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EQUATIONS ON NET SALES.
Quantity Basis — Quantity sold monthly.
Total Values — Monthly.
S & G = .003 X Q + $38,800
Cost = •0 34 X Q + 15,000
D & A = .0033 X Q +
900
Profit = .0 436 X Q — 54,700
Sales = A 5 X Q
Value Basis —Sales Value Monthly.
S & G = .0362 X Val. + $38,8o0
Cost — .4053 X Val. + 15,0oo
D & A =.o389 X Val. +
goo
Profit = . 5195 X Val. — 54,700
Ratios or Unit Values
Quantity Basis — Quantity =

Val.
.

.o85
$456,500
S & G =. o3 62 +

Q
$176,500
Cost

= . 4053 +
Q
$Io,600

D&A

= .0 389

+

Profit = .5195 —

Q
$643,600
Q

Value Basis
$38,800
S & G = .0362 +
Val.
$15,000
Cost

= . 4053 +
Val.
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$900
D &A

=

. 0

389 +
Val.
$54,70 0

Profit = .5195 —

Val.
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